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Let F = GF(q) be a finite field of odd characteristic. We choose an 
enumeration of F = (0 = aO, 1 = ai, a2 ,..., a,-,) so that for i > 0, 
-ai = aqei. Put v = (q - 1)/2. The Lee composition of a vector u = 
(U , ,..., u,) E F” is the v tuple of natural numbers (I,(u) ,..., It,(u)), where 
Z,(u) = #{ui: ui = *a,} [l-2]. 
If C is an (n, k) code over F the Lee weight enumerator of C is defined to 
be 
Pc(x, v..., _ XL,) = \‘ &‘(“) 
. . . xL(“) 
I’ 
UEC 
= x a, ,.....I ,.x? . . . x!;; 
where the last sum is over all v tuples of natural numbers (I, ,..., I,.) with 
C&l i,<n. 
Considering F” as a Euclidean n space over F, we say two codes C and C’ 
are isometric if they are isometric with respect to the usual inner product. 
We write u* for II . u. For each j = 0, l,..., q - 1, define Si(C) = (u E C: 
u* = aj}. We restate a theorem of Snapper [3] as 
THEOREM (Snapper). Two codes C and C’ are isometric if and only if 
#Sj(C) = #Sj(C’), for all j = 0, l,..., 4 - 1. 
We now prove the theorem in the title of this note by showing that the 
numbers #Sj(C) can be computed from 5$(x1 ,..., x,,). 
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COROLLARY. If C and C’ are (n, k) codes over F with 2$(x, ,..., x,.) = 
i/;.,(x, ,..., x,.), then C and C’ are isometric. 
Proof: A vector u E C is in Sj(C) if and only if aj = u2 = Cr=, ~j = 
CL, l,(u) a;. (The “multiplications” by the natural numbers I,(u) indicate 
repeated additions in F.) Thus, #S,i(C) = C{a,, ,.,,., V; Ch_, l,c& = al}. 
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